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Art and Design Overviews 

 Autumn Spring Summer 

N Textiles  -Judith Scott Woodland Animals  
 

Flowers and Pots 
 

R Self Portraits – Picasso  Africa Space  
 

Year 
1 

Andy Goldsworthy Colour Creations Travel and Transport 

Year 
2 

Guiseppe Arcimboldo Super Sculptures Sparks and Flames 

Year 
3 

L.S. Lowry Can we change places? Plant Art 

Year 
4 

Andy Warhol At the pantomime  Indian Art  

Year 
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Leonardo Da Vinci Talking Textiles Ancient Greece  

Year 
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Paul Nash Street Art  African Art  
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Topic Overview  

 Autumn Spring Summer 

Nursery 
Overview  

Textiles –Ribbons and Bows 
Children create a square canvas using 
tissue paper, coloured ribbon and 
thread. They position and stick into 
position. Children then explore and 
discuss buttons. They arranged and 
display them onto their canvas. To 
finish the children print onto their 
canvas using paint and cotton reels.    
 
To visit and explore the works of 
Judith Scott. 

 

Woodland Animals 
To discuss the characteristics of an owl, squirrel 
and rabbit. Children then choose colours and 
mix colours to paint onto a wooden sculpture.  
Children then collage their chosen creature.    
 
To visit and explore the works of Robert Fuller.  
 

Flowers and Pots 
To design a terracotta pot on paper and then 
copy the design onto the pot. Children then fill 
the pot with soil and plant sunflower seeds. 
They observe the different stages of the plant 
growth and record this by drawing and 
painting. 
To visit and explore the works of Vincent Van 
Gough 

Reception 
Overview  

Self portraits 
Children will explore self portraits 
Can they describe a self-portrait? 
What can we use to draw one?  
 
They will explore the work of the 
artist of Picasso and understand that 
he is  a famous artist who did many 
self-portraits. Can they study and 
describe them? Can you draw and 
paint a self-portrait? Mix colours to 
get the desired effect.  
 

African art 
What do we know about Africa from our topic? 
Explain that African art is traditional and very 
stylised.  
Look at African art colours, shapes, and 
patterns. Look at the artist Chris Ofili. What 
patterns does he use in his work? 
Look at a variety of African images and describe 
these items. Do we find these things in England?  
Make animal print stamps. Mix colours to make 
different colours. What colours can we make 
when mixing prime colours? Show chn how to 
add black or which to do tints and tones.  
Children to make different animal prints and 
attached to wooden model.  

Space Art 
Children will look at the work of Bob McCall  
and John Conrad Berkley  
They will respond to a variety of questions 
What are they painting?  
Do you like these pictures?  
What can you see?  
How do they make you feel? 
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 Autumn Spring Summer 

Year 1 
 

Andy Goldsworthy 
Children will think about the colours, 
materials and shapes Goldsworthy uses 
in his art work. They will examine 
several of his sculptures and use them 
as inspiration for their own creations 

 

Colour Creations 
Children get creative thinking about their favourite 
colours and the colours that are all around them 
every day. They will learn about primary colours, 
secondary colours, colour mixing, and light and 
shade, as well as look at the artwork of artists who 
use colours in interesting ways, namely Kandinsky 
and Mondrian. 

Travel and Transport 
Children use paints and paper to create a 
model hot air balloon or challenge your class 
to portray their own life journey in a creative 
way. They will explore repeated pattern and 
use this to decorate their balloon  
 

Year 2 
 

Giuseppe Arcimboldo 
Children will explore a variety of 
Arcimboldo’s paintings and find out 
what different natural materials he 
used to create his portraits.  

Super Sculptures 
Children will look at the work of a range of well-
known sculptors. They will use a range of materials 
to create sculptures inspired by famous works of art 

Sparks and Flames 
Children imagination will be ignited  as they 
create pieces of art themed around The Great 
Fire of London. They will use chalks, paints, 
collage and mixed media to create fiery art 
 

Year 3 L.S Lowry 
Children explore the endearing artworks of 
the British artist LS Lowry. They look in 
detail at his  paintings and how he created 
his figures and landscape paintings.  

Can we change a places? 
Children will be encouraged to think about the 
environment around them how art can improve an area 
before taking a closer look at a variety of different styles 
of sculpture.  
 
 

Plant Art 
Children will be immerse in the beauty of nature 
They  will be introduced to a variety of plant-
themed artworks created by famous artists, and 
encouraged to express their opinions of them. 
They will learn how to make careful observations 
and mix different tints, shades and tones of colour. 
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 Autumn  Spring Summer  

Year 4 Andy Warhol 
Children are introduced to the iconic artists of 
all 'Warhol and the Pop Art Movement'  They 
will explore what constitutes art and why 
people's opinions on what art is different, 
before delving into the Pop art movement, 
investigating a variety of works by Warhol and 
other Pop art artists  

At the Pantomime 
Children will become familiar with the features and 
design aspects of pantomimes. They will explore what 
pantomimes are and find out about some of the things 
you will always expect to see and hear at a panto. They 
will take a close look at some photos of pantomime 
productions to start identifying design features. 

Indian Art 
Children are immersed in the fascinating art and 
culture of India as they explore a range of 
traditional Indian art mediums. They will have the 
chance to explore and recreate Indian paintings, 
create intricate Indian patterns and use these to 
make beautiful mehndi designs, use block printing 
to make patterned fabric 

Year 5 Leonardo Da Vinci 
Children will learn about the Renaissance and 
Leonardo da Vinci's outstanding 
accomplishments. They have opportunities to 
recreate famous portraits and religious 
paintings. 
 

Talking Textiles 
Children starting by taking a glimpse into the fascinating 
Bayeux Tapestry and how other artists have told stories 
visually throughout the ages. Children will then have 
the chance to start thinking about how they can tell a 
wordless story themselves through the medium of 
textiles 

Ancient Greece 
Children will learn about the ancient Greek theatre 
and how it became more popular as a source of 
entertainment. They explore how the genres of 
comedy and tragedy were created and the masks 
that were used to portray different emotions.  

Year 6 Paul Nash 
Children will explore in depth the work of 
official war artist, Paul Nash. They will find out 
about Nash’s experiences of war, and how 
they influenced the artwork he created.  

Street Art 
Children will find out all about the many varied forms of 
art in public spaces, and develop their own ideas for 
quick, colourful, eye-catching, humorous or satirical 
pieces of street art through sketching and annotating. 
They will discuss how street art polarises opinion, when 
and where it is acceptable, and how it can improve or 
damage public spaces  

African Art 
Children are introduced to the African painting 
style of Tingatinga. They explore the main features 
of the style and discuss what makes a painting part 
of the Tingatinga genre. Children are challenged to 
recreate a painting in the style of a Tingatinga piece 

 

 


